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My work depicts a world of variable poetic images, the objects of reality serve to express dreams.

In my objects, there is no strict division between human, animal, and inanimate. Their hybrid nature

arises from the similarities between all forms of being. The figures represented are almost always tense

in posture; their malleable forms are angular and aggressive. The aggressive quality, as Bachelard

wrote, always represents a bestial component, and humans usually can understand nature only through

the psychology of anger.

The objects often seem unreal, which relates to my previous work with 3D animation. The viewer is put

into a special zone where the purpose of the unreal is to erase the line between the two worlds: real

and virtual. The possible and imaginary coexist and create a special space, “inhabited” by uncanny, and

at the same time seductive images. In this space, the experience of attraction and repulsion prevails

simultaneously.

My artistic research comes from various fields from folklore to fetish culture. With different inspirations, I

construct my own image - a fusion of legends and memories.

My sculptural practice is strongly rooted in the process of creation and ranges from modeling a shape

from scratch to working with found objects such as bones, animal skulls, dry branches, and plastic

leftovers. I often work with black resins and burnt caramel - a metaphor for a certain cosmic substance

from which everything originates. The substance that coalesces the universe, painting it in a single

color, making it a whole.

Working with the idea of unity, I focus on the phenomenology of the body that is conceived through the

idea of plasticity. My sculptures are eternally flowing and changing, perpetually in motion. They are not

rigid but reflect a moment of constant transformation.

I often use food in my sculptural practice because sustenance provides living energy and pleasure, and

due to its unstable and perishable quality. The instability is relevant to the postmodern take on the body

as an ever-moving stream, impossible to be still. As Jean-Luc Nancy wrote, the body is constructed

through the touch with other bodies. Consequently, the body is possible to be perceived only through a

direct act of tactile communication. Therefore, sculpture is an ideal medium for my artistic research

because of its three-dimensional nature.



BALIA (video still), 2022, directed by Finn O’Hanlon



MORULA (installation), 2022, branches, cork, burned sugar, metal wire, fabric, animal spine, 425x776x377 cm, PH Patrizio Gentile



BALIA (soft sculpture), 2022, IV fluid solution bags, soy milk, styrofoam rolls, metal wire, red light, 

PH Danielle Allegritti

BALIA (performance), 2022, PH Patrizio Gentile



BALIA (performance), 2022, PH Tilde Kay SnyderBALIA (video still), 2022, directed by Finn O’Hanlon



BALIA (performance), 2022, PH Patrizio Gentile MORULA (installation, corridor), 2022, branches, metal wire, LED lights, 350x155x377 cm, 

PH Patrizio Gentile



MORULA (installation, details), 2022, branches, cork, burned sugar, metal wire, fabric, LED lights,

animal spine, 425x776x377 cm,, PH Oleksandr Radomskyi
THE PET (sculpture, installation view), 2022, spine, carbonized sugar, metal wire, 50x35x20 cm, 

PH Oleksandr Radomskyi



MORULA (installation), 2022, branches, cork, burned sugar, metal wire, fabric, animal spine, 

425x776x377 cm, PH Patrizio Gentile

BALIA (performance), 2022, PH Tilde Kay Snyder



MORULA (installation), 2022, branches, cork, burned sugar, metal wire, fabric, LED lights, 425x776x377 cm, PH Daniele Allegritti



THE PET (sculpture, installation view), 2022, spine, carbonized sugar, metal wire, 50x35x20 cm, PH Oleksandr Radomskyi



BASTET (sculpture), 2021, metal armature, epoxy resin, pigment, plastic, lacquer, rope, 70x140x85 cm, PH Daniele Allegritti



BASTET (sculpture), 2021, metal armature, epoxy resin, pigment, plastic, lacquer, rope, 70x140x85 cm, PH Daniele Allegritti



BASTET (sculpture), 2021, metal armature, epoxy resin, pigment, plastic, lacquer, rope, 70x140x85 cm, PH Daniele Allegritti



KOLYSKA I (sculpture, detail), 2022, beeswax, latex tubes, resin, tree root, dried flower, wooden dust, 50x55x67 cm, PH Patrizio Gentile



KOLYSKA I (sculpture, detail), 2022, beeswax, latex tubes, resin, tree root, dried flower, wooden dust, 50x55x67 cm, PH Patrizio Gentile



MORULA (installation, details), 2022, branches, cork, burned sugar, metal wire, fabric, LED lights, animal spine, 425 x  776 x  377 cm,, PH Oleksandr Radomskyi



MORULA (installation, details), 2022, branches, cork, burned sugar, metal wire, fabric, LED lights, 

animal spine, 425 x  776 x  377 cm,, PH Oleksandr Radomskyi
MORULA (installation, details), 2022, branches, cork, burned sugar, metal wire, fabric, LED lights, 

animal spine, 425 x  776 x  377 cm,, PH Oleksandr Radomskyi



VOLTO, 2022, plastic mask, carbonized sugar, resin, 30x40x25 cm



VOLTO, 2022, sculpture, plastic mask, carbonized sugar, resin, 30x45x25 cm



TRANSFORMATION OF A PLASTIC MASK (VENETIAN DEVIL), 2022, sculpture, plastic mask, carbonized sugar, resin, 30x45x25 cm



RED PORTRAIT (VENETIAN DEVIL), 2022, digital photography



ICARUS, 2022, sculpture, feather, burned toffee, 40x35x35cm ICARUS, 2022, sculpture, feather, burned toffee, 40x35x35cm



IZBA (HUT ON CHICKEN LEGS), 2022, installation, branches, cork, carbonized sugar, metal wire, smoke machine, 300x500x250 cm



IZBA (HUT ON CHICKEN LEGS), 2022, installation, branches, cork, carbonized sugar, metal wire, 

smoke machine, 300x500x250 cm

IZBA (HUT ON CHICKEN LEGS), 2022, installation, branches, cork, carbonized sugar, metal wire, 

smoke machine, 300x500x250 cm



LA MORTE (sculpture), 2022, , silicone, pigments, glass spheres, papier-mâché, palm tree, 

wooden dust, bones, metal wire, epoxy glue, 65x50x100 cm, PH Oleksandr Radomskyi

LA MORTE (sculpture), 2022, , silicone, pigments, glass spheres, papier-mâché, palm tree, 

wooden dust, bones, metal wire, epoxy glue, 65x50x100 cm, PH Oleksandr Radomskyi



SANGUE DEL DRAGO (sculpture), 2022, tree root, burned sugar, 45x150x110cm, 

PH Oleksandr Radomskyi

SANGUE DEL DRAGO (sculpture), 2022, tree root, burned sugar, 45x150x110cm, 

PH Oleksandr Radomskyi



KOLYSKA III (sculpture), 2022, beeswax, liquid latex, latex tubes, machine oil, engine, tree branch, 

wooden dust, variable dimensions, PH  Daniele Allegritti

KOLYSKA III (sculpture), 2022, beeswax, liquid latex, latex tubes, machine oil, engine, tree branch, 

wooden dust, variable dimensions, PH  Daniele Allegritti



KOLYSKA II (sculpture, details), 2022, silicone, pigments, latex tubes, latex elastic band, 

resin, lacquer, tree branch, wooden dust, 65x90x35 cm, PH Patrizio Gentile

KOLYSKA II (sculpture), 2022, silicone, pigments, latex tubes, latex elastic band, 

resin, lacquer, tree branch, wooden dust, 65x90x35 cm, PH Oleksandr Radomskyi



EATABLE SCULPTURE, 2022, sculpture, strawberry, caramel, food coloring, 15x5x5 cm EATABLE SCULPTURE, 2022, sculpture, strawberry, caramel, food coloring, 15x5x5 cm



SWEET DREAMS, 2021, sculpture, pig skull, carbonized sugar, 30x50x25 cm SWEET DREAMS, 2021, sculpture, pig skull, carbonized sugar, 30x50x25 cm



GOLEM, 2020, sculpture, epoxy resin, metal armature, 40x40x40 cm GOLEM, 2020, sculpture, epoxy resin, metal armature, 40x40x40 cm



EXHIBITIONS:

“MORULA”, solo show at off-site temporary space Piano Zero, Roma (Rome,IT) curated by 

Stefania Plaza Mora

“Female Gaze”, group show at Galleria Medina Roma (Rome, IT) curated by cultural association 

“WOW.ART” 

“Salotto Elettronico”, group show at TAG - Tevere Art Gallery (Rome IT) curated by Massimiliano 

Frateschi

“Vernissage Rome”, group show at Libreria Zalib, (Rome, IT) curated by Agostino Marano

“Vernissage Rome”, group show at Palazzo Velli Expo, (Rome, IT) curated by Agostino Marano

PRESS:

O Fluxo, Morula, Ohii Katya, View Link

Solo Show, MORULA: Ohii Katya at Piano Zero, View Link

Kuba Paris, MORULA, Ohii Katya, View Link

T-magazine Italian independent magazine, In conversation with Katya, View Link

Exibart, FEMALE GAZE, View Link

Roma Today, Female Gaze, la mostra alla Galleria Medina, View Link

The Art Place Mag, “FEMALE GAZE” Mimosa Reloaded, 12 MARZO 2022, View Link

EDUCATION:

Self-taught

WORKING LANGUAGES:

English (fluent)

Italian (basic)

Russian (native)

Ukrainian (native)
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OHII KATYA

1993, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Lives and works in Rome, Italy

email

ohiikatya@gmail.com

tel [it] 

+39 349 402 4986
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BIOGRAPHY:

Ohii Katya is a Ukrainian self-taught artist

working primarily in sculpture and photography,

born in 1993 in the periphery of Kharkiv,

Ukraine.

After moving to Rome, Italy, In September 2019

Ohii has transformed her professional formation

in engineering and 3D animation into an artistic

practice, that examines ideas of unity through

poetical images and a postmodernist take of a

body as an ever-moving stream, impossible to

be still.

In her practice, she often plays with 

mythological archetypes and modern cultural 

influences.

Ohii Katya took part in a bunch of group shows

in Rome, collaborating with young Italian

curators. In January 2022 her first interview was

published in T-magazine Italian independent

magazine.

Her name was mentioned in the press such as

Exibart magazine and Roma Today.

Now she is focused on creating large-scale and

site-specific installations.
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